Why LBMC Security?

- **Stellar references**
  Speak with existing clients and hear about LBMC’s outstanding service and capabilities for yourself.

- **Healthcare experts**
  Deep healthcare experience allows LBMC to demonstrate compliance and effectively manage risks which results in more impactful, more efficient, and less costly recommendations.

- **Strong HITRUST partnership**
  LBMC has been a HITRUST Assessor Organization since 2010, one of the first ever. With over 300 healthcare clients, LBMC is also one of the largest.

Product overview

LBMC Information Security is a HITRUST certified assessor and has specific experience evaluating, validating, and certifying healthcare organizations with this standard. HITRUST assessors specialize in guiding healthcare clients toward compliance. This partnership ensures an accepted and recognized healthcare information security framework that meets Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance standards.

Product features

**HITRUST readiness and expertise**
Use the HITRUST cybersecurity framework (CSF) to assure healthcare entities, their patients, and government regulators that protected health information is safe and secure.

**HITRUST certification**
HITRUST has developed an assurance program that allows for independent HITRUST certification or validation against the framework.

**AWS Discovery and data gathering tools**
Cutting-edge tools enable customers to automatically gather critical data from Amazon Web Services (AWS) accounts and critical systems, saving time and effort.

**Assessment management and evidence management**
LBMC’s Engage platform makes HITRUST assessments streamlined and efficient. Upload evidence and review status and issues at a glance.
**How it works**

LBMC Information Security has refined its HITRUST certification process with the goal of minimizing client stress and maximizing the efficiency of the process for both parties. Each project begins with the assignment of project resources including an engagement shareholder, project manager, subject matter experts, and administrative personnel, as necessary. LBMC will then schedule an initial kickoff call to introduce LBMC team members and discuss the project. Next, comes an outline of the high-level schedule and communication plan related to regular project status updates and procedures for escalation of issues. Below are the 5 steps that follow for a HITRUST validated assessment:

**Differentiators**

- One of the first ever HITRUST Assessor organizations, since 2010.
- Over 60 percent of the largest US for-profit health systems are our clients.
- Two LBMC assessors are on the HITRUST assessor council.
- One LBMC assessor is a member of the HITRUST quality subcommittee.
- LBMC was also chosen by HITRUST to host Tennessee’s only Community Extension Program in 2018, 2019, and 2020.
Helping a Large Healthcare Tech Company Achieve HITRUST Certification

Challenge
Due to the nature and volume of sensitive data that Change Healthcare oversees with its clients in the healthcare industry, there was an obvious need to partner with a trusted information security service provider to assist with HITRUST certification.

Solution
LBMC Information Security worked with Change Healthcare to finalize their HITRUST scope, understand applicable HITRUST requirements, assist in a consultative approach to understand any gaps to these requirements, provided recommendations, and finally completed a HITRUST validated assessment resulting in HITRUST certification.

Benefits
• Utilized a proven method of readiness resulting in an easier and more efficient validated assessment
• Achieved several HITRUST Certifications for implemented systems across business units and companies
• Developed a repeatable audit process for annual assessments.

“LBMC Information Security has given us a unique seat at the table with HITRUST certification, which allows healthcare entities to demonstrate compliance with a number of standards and regulations.”

Kevin Chojnowski, Director, Change Healthcare

Additional Resources
• LBMC website
• Healthcare use cases

Data points

60+ Healthcare data security experts

20+ Years securing healthcare orgs

300+ US healthcare companies served

60% Clients in or related to the healthcare industry

Solution available in AWS Marketplace